nintendo video and netflix are not...

EMILIORP123 1 posts since
Jul 25, 2011
it is a little odd to put these question but its my last chance so.......

i live in a contry in which is not available netflix, nintenod video and nintendo eshop (which is ecuador but the nintendo eshop can be solved by changing my location on the 3ds options)

and i want to know if there is any way i can change that.......with a proxy or something
PLEASE HELP!!!!

i really want to know if i can use any of those 2 or at least if nintendo is gonna put ecuador in his map......

STEVENVAI 1 posts since
Jul 25, 2011 1. Re: nintendo video and netflix are not available in my location Jul 25, 2011 10:07 PM
i am from puerto rico and i have the same problem. is very uncomftable that other areas have full access to apps from nintendo and other places dont. i think nintendo should think more about latin america because we are important costumers to them. i felt very bad when i downloaded nintendo video and find out that i dont have the service.

VITITOR 1 posts since
Jul 29, 2011 2. Re: nintendo video and netflix are not available in my location Jul 29, 2011 7:46 AM
i feel you, i live in ecuador also and i got the same problem, i think this is really unfair to us, leaving us behind..

i heard its also blokcking people in indonesia, puerto rico, venezuela, chile, brazil... those are the cases ive read after googling a little bit.. its kind of IP blocking us... T_T
Just because you are blocked right now does not mean you will not get these features in the future. You have to think that each area has its own specific entertainment and Nintendo has to update every country to accommodate this. For example, an American movie trailer download would be of no use to someone who lives outside the states. And a Puerto Rican movie trailer would be of no use to someone who does live in the states.